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ABSTRACT

Recent advancements in unmanned aerial vehicles, also known as

drones, have motivated logistics to use drones for multiple opera-

tions. Collaboration between drones and trucks in a last-mile de-

livery system has numerous benefits and reduces a number of chal-

lenges. In this paper, we introduce drone-delivery packing problem

(DDP), where we have a set of deliveries and respective customers

with their prescribed locations, delivery time intervals, associated

cost for deliveries, and set of drones with identical battery bud-

gets. The objective of the DDP is to find an assignment for all de-

liveries to the drones by using the minimum number of drones

subject to the battery budget and compatibility of the assignment

of each drone. We prove that DDP is NP-Hard and formulate the

integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for it. We proposed

two greedy approximation algorithms for DDP. The first algorithm

uses at most 2$%) + (Δ + 1) drones. The second algorithm uses at

most 2$%) + l drones, where OPT is the optimum solution for

DDP, l is the maximum clique size, and Δ is the maximum degree

of the interval graph � constructed from the delivery time inter-

vals.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid demand for commercial deliveries motivates the e-

commerce giants to deliver more effectively to customers. This

delivery journey last-mile delivery [4], is the most expensive and

time-consuming process, where the product needs to deliver to

the customer’s doorstep from the distribution hub. This delivery

requires a lot of human interactions. But, advances in drone tech-

nologies make a miniature, and this delivery system brings more

impact in today’s pandemic world. Big companies started prepar-

ing to make productive parcel deliveries through drones [1]. In ad-

dition, using key vehicles (like trucks, cars, vans, etc.) along with

drones with their constraints enhances the profit and diminishes

the total delivery time interval. Further drones have enormous ap-

plication in the field of defence and disaster response [11], agricul-

ture [9], healthcare [15], etc.

Challenges: Delivery of the packages by drones in association with

a truck creates many challenges in our real-world scenario. For a

given location of customers, we need to know the optimum route

for the truck, the launching and rendezvous points of the drones,

and the truck for making multiple deliveries. Also, the limited bat-

tery budget of the available drones in the market does not allow

us to make a desirable number of deliveries. To guarantee all the

deliveries for a given delivery time with a fixed number of drones,

we need to either create rechargeable stations or a battery replace-

ment policy for the drones, which makes the system complicated.

In addition to this, we can’t use a drone for any set of deliveries

altogether because of conflicts among delivery time intervals. At a

time, a drone can deliver at most one package. All these complexi-

ties influence logistics to complete all the deliveries by using a few

identical drones so that the total delivery cost by the company is

optimized.

Drone delivery scheduling problem: This problem considers last-

mile delivery to customers using a set of drones carried by a truck

moving in a prescribed route. For a given set of deliveries and their

delivery time intervals, reward or profit for each delivery, and bat-

tery budget of the drones, the goal is to schedule a given/ fixed

set of drones for the deliveries to make total profit maximum. This

problem was introduced by Sorbelli et al. [2] and proved that the

problem is NP-Hard and proposed heuristic algorithms to solve the

problems.

The aforementioned problem does not guarantee delivery of all

deliveries because it uses a fixed set of drones to optimize total

profit for delivery. In this paper, we introduce the Drone-Delivery

Packing Problem (DDP), which aims to optimize the number of

drones to deliver all deliveries. We propose two approximation al-

gorithms to solve DDP.

Contributions. In this paper our contributions are following.

• In this paper, we introduce Drone Delivery Packing Prob-

lem (DDP) and prove that it is NP-Hard. We present an

integer linear programming formulation for it, which is

only suitable for solving the problem optimally for small-

sized instances.

• We propose an approximation algorithm for DDP with

running time O(= log= + =4 ) and uses at most 2$%) +

(Δ + 1) drones, where = is the number of deliveries, =4 is

the total number of edges and Δ is the maximum degree

of the interval graph� .

• We propose another approximation algorithm for DDP

with running time O(= log=+=4) and uses at most 2$%) +
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l drones, where = is the number of deliveries, =4 is the to-

tal number of edges and l is the maximum clique size of

the interval graph� .

Related Work. Since the drones have certain mobility, using the

truck makes more efficient deliveries. Various researches have

been done in this area of delivery with collaboration between

drones and a truck.

This kind of delivery comes into account whenMurray and Chu

in [13] introduced flying sidekicks traveling salesman problem, a

more extension of TSP, where customers need to visit (or deliver)

either by the truck or by a drone starting from the depot. At the

same time, the drone begins its journey either from the depot or

any customer location, and the same for the meeting occasion.

Here authors want to minimize the total makespan to make all

the deliveries. For this purpose, they proposed an optimal mixed

integer linear programming (MILP) formulation and two effective

heuristic solutions.

Crisan and Nechita [7] proposed another effective heuristic for

flying sidekicks traveling salesman problem by using the solution

for TSP. Murray and Raj [14] extended flying sidekicks traveling

salesman problem for multiple drones. Here they proposed MILP

formulation for the problem and then a heuristic solution with nu-

merical testings. Daknama and Kraus [8] take in the hand of mo-

bility of drones. There is a rechargeable area on the truck’s roof

where the drones can charge after completing one delivery and go

for the next delivery. Here authors proposed a heuristic algorithm

for scheduling of truck and drones. Delivery by drones only in the

attention in [3], where Boysen et al. objective to find the launch

and meet point for delivery with the truck so that total makespan

for completing all the deliveries minimized. The assumption for

this problem was the knowledge of the truck’s route but without

any battery constraint of the drones. Mathew et al. [12] proposed

a heterogeneous delivery problem, where two co-operative vehicles

(truck and micro-aerial vehicles (MAV)) are used for performing

all the deliveries. Whereas drone can fly from and meet with the

truck at the prescribed warehouses. Their goal is to find the op-

timal route with respect to the cost. For this, they proposed two

heuristic solutions and the hardness of the problem.

Very recently, Sorbelli et al. [2] proposed a Multiple Drone-

Delivery Scheduling Problem (MDSP), where a truck and multi-

ple drones cooperate among them-self for package delivery in a

last-mile. The paper gave NP-hardness proof of the problem, ILP

formulation, and design a heuristic algorithm for the single drone

case and two heuristic algorithms for the multiple drones case.

The problem we discuss here is a more generalized version of

bin-packing problem.Coffman et al. in [6] presents several variants

of bin-packing prolem with their approximation algorithm. Stacho

in [16] described various colouring of chordal graph along with

their complexities.

Roadmap. We discuss model and preliminaries with problem def-

inition in Section 2. We present hardness of the Drone-Delivery

Packing Problem and ILP formulation of it in Section 3. We discuss

propose two approximations in Section 4 Finally, we conclude in

Section 5.

2 MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

Model: LetN = {1, 2, · · · , =} be the set of deliveries to be delivered

to the respective customers with their prescribed location at X 9 for

each 9 ∈ N . A delivery company wants to deliver the packages to

the corresponding customers by the drones having identical bat-

tery capacity or budget �. Let 2 9 (0 < 2 9 ≤ �) be the energy cost

for a drone to complete the delivery 9 ∈ N . Initially, all the drones

are at the company’s warehouse (depot). Now, a truck will leave

the depot with all the drones in its pre-decided path. For making

a delivery 9 at position X 9 , a drone will fly from the truck at a spe-

cific launching location (X!
9
) and after completing the delivery at

X 9 it meets with the truck again at a specific rendezvous location

(X'9 ). After completing all the deliveries, the truck with the drones

returns to the depot.

Let at time C0 the truck start its journey with all the drones. For

each delivery 9 , at the time C!9 and C'9 one drone comes at the po-

sition X!
9
and X'

9
, respectively. Then, � 9 = [C!

9
, C'
9
] be the delivery

time interval for the delivery 9 ∈ N . Let � = {�1, �2, · · · , �=} be the

delivery time interval set for the set of deliveries N . Also, empha-

size that the truck will only move in one direction. So, if � and �

are any two points on the truck’s pre-decided path, where � is the

later point of �, then C� < C� , where C� and C� are the time when

the truck arrives at the position � and �, respectively.

Any drone can be assigned for multiple deliveries ( (( ⊆ � ) con-

straints to the battery budget � of the drone and the compatibility

of the delivery time intervals. Any two delivery time intervals � 9
and �: are said to be compatible or conflict-free if � 9 ∩ �: = q , other-

wise they are in conflict. Any set of delivery time intervals ( ⊆ � is

said to be compatible if all pairs of intervals in it are compatible. A

compatible set ( ⊆ � is said to be feasible if
∑

� 9 ∈( 2 9 ≤ �. A feasi-

ble set ( ⊆ � can be assigned or packed to a drone. If a feasible set

( ⊆ � is assigned for the drone 8 then, we call ( as an assignment

of the drone 8 . We are saying a drone is in used or opened if there

exists at least one delivery which is assigned to this drone.

Graph. For the given set of delivery time intervals � , we can con-

struct an interval graph � = (+ , �), where the vertices represent

the intervals and two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding

two intervals conflict. Δ is denoted as the maximum degree of � ,

|+ | = |� | = = and |� | = =4 . Now � = (+ , �) being an interval

graph, it is perfect [17]. Therefore, j (�) = l (�), where j (�) is

the chromatic number and l (�) is the maximum clique size of � .

We usel instead ofl (�) for simplicity. So, the vertices of� can be

optimally coloured by using F many colours in polynomial time

(linear in terms of number of vertices and edges) [16] such that

no two adjacent vertices get the same colour. Since every inter-

val in � represented by a unique vertex in � , each interval can

be coloured linearly from the colour of � . Further, we can parti-

tion � into l many conflict-free (i.e., compatible) sets correspond-

ing to each colour. Let �1, �2, · · · , �l be the partitions. Therefore,

∪l
:=1

�: = � .

Drone-Delivery Packing Problem (DDP). DDP is formally de-

fined as follows.

Definition 2.1 (DDP). Given a set of delivery time intervals � =

{�1, �2, · · · , �=} corresponding to the set of deliveries N associated

with cost 2 9 for each 9 ∈ N , the objective for DDP is to use minimum



number of drones such that each delivery is completed by exactly one

drone and each assignment of the opened drones is feasible.

In another way, find a smallest cardinality set of drones

"∗ = {1, 2, · · · ,<∗} along with a family of assignments S∗ =

{(∗1, (
∗
2, · · · , (

∗
<∗
}, where (∗8 ⊆ � is a feasible assignment for the

drone 8 ∈ "∗ such that each delivery is associated with a unique

element (assignment) in S∗ and (∗
;
∩ (∗< = q ; ∀1 ≤ ; ≠< ≤ <∗.

3 PROBLEM HARDNESS

Here we establish the hardness of theDDP via the bin packing prob-

lem [5].

Theorem 3.1. DDP is an NP-hard problem.

Proof. We prove it by the reduction from bin-packing problem

(BP).

The goal of the bin-packing problem is to pack given a set of

items associated with some sizes into a set of bins with identical

capacity such that the number of bins used for the packing is min-

imum.

Let I�% = (N�% , B, 1) be an arbitrary instance of BP, where

N�% = {1, 2, · · · , =} is the set of items, 1 is the capacity of each

identical bin and B : N�% → (0,1] is the size function of the items

with B ( 9) = B 9 ,∀9 ∈ N�% .

The above instance (I�% ) for BP can be transformed into an

instance of DDP as follows. Let I = (N , � , 2, 1), whereN = N�% is

the set of deliveries, � = {�1, �2, · · · , �=} is the set of delivery time

intervals with � 9 = [2 9, 2 9 + 1] being the delivery time interval of

the delivery 9 (1 ≤ 9 ≤ =), � = 1 is the battery budget of identical

drones and 2 : N → (0, �] is the cost function of the deliveries with

2 ( 9) = 2 9 = B 9 ,∀9 ∈ N . I is an instance of DDP and the reduction

from I�% is polynomial.

All the delivery time intervals in � are pairwise compatible. So,

if all the items in N�% can be packed using < bins, then all the

deliveries in N can be scheduled using < drones and vice-versa.

Thus, BP ≤% DDP. Hence, being BP an NP-hard problem [10], DDP

is so. �

3.1 ILP Formulation

For solving DDP optimally, we can formulate the problem via inte-

ger linear programming (ILP) as follows. According to the assump-

tion, the associated cost 2 9 for each delivery 9 ∈ N does not exceed

the battery budget of the drones. So, = = |N | is an upper bound for

the optimal solution of the DDP. LetM = {1, 2, · · · , =} be the set

of drones available in the company’s warehouse. Let,

~8 = 1, if drone 8 ∈ M is used

= 0, otherwise.
(1)

G8 9 = 1, if delivery 9 ∈ N completed by the drone 8 ∈ M

= 0, otherwise.
(2)

min
∑

8 ∈M

~8 (3)

subject to
∑

9 ∈N

2 9G8 9 ≤ �.~8 , ∀ 8 ∈ M (4)

∑

8 ∈M

G8 9 = 1, ∀ j ∈ N (5)

G8 9 + G8: ≤ 1, ∀8 ∈ M ; ∀9, : ∈ N such that � 9 ∩ �: ≠ q (6)

~8 , G8 9 ∈ {0, 1}, ∀8 ∈ M , ∀9 ∈ N (7)

The objective function (3) is about minimizing the number of used

drones. Constraint (4) depicts that a used drone cannot have an

assignment which exceeds it’s battery budget�. Constraint (5) says

that a customer can be delivered by exactly one drone. Constraint

(6) tells that if two deliveries are in conflict, a drone can choose at

most one of them.

The aforementioned formulation is only suitable for solving the

problem optimally for small-sized instances.

4 APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS

In this section, we design two approximation algorithms to solve

the DDP. First, we propose a greedy approximation algorithm

(GreedyAlgoForDDP) and then we propose another approxi-

mation algorithm using colouring (ApprxAlgoWithColouring)

that uses GreedyAlgoModified as a subroutine. GreedyAlgo-

Modified is a modified version of GreedyAlgoForDDP.

4.1 Greedy Approximation Algorithm for DDP

Algorithm 1 takes a simple greedy approach like First-Fit bin pack-

ing algorithm [5]. At first, the algorithm sorts the deliveries ac-

cording to their launching time, takes the delivery with the short-

est launch time, and assigns it to any of the drones. The assigned

drone is termed as used or opened drone. Then it takes the delivery

one by one as per the sorted order and tries to assign them to the

used drones. A new drone is introduced if any delivery does not

fit, i.e., not feasible with any of the used drones.

For getting a better time complexity of the above greedy ap-

proach, we are using a balanced binary search tree with each node

corresponding to a used drone, and the key of that node is the re-

maining battery capacity of the used drone. Furthermore, for each

node, we store an additional data corresponding to the maximum

time among all rendezvous times of the associated drone’s assigned

deliveries. All other attributes of the node are specified below.With

the help of this tree, we can efficiently either find the index of the

used drone in which we can assign a particular delivery (in addi-

tion to the existing assignment) or get the confirmation to intro-

duce a new drone. The pseudocode of this greedy approach with

the tree depicts in Algorithm 1.

Variable Specification: ) : A balanced binary search tree ) is

represented by root node (initially A>>C = NULL). node/ NODE:

Tree nodes with five attributes. For =>34 we use node.index: in-

dex of the corresponding drone; node.key: remaining capacity of

the drone; node.data: maximum among the rendezvous time of all

assigned deliveries to the drone; node.left: left child of the node

in the tree; node.right: right child of the node in the tree. Similarly,

we can consider the attributes;NODE.index,NODE.key,NODE.data,

NODE.left, NODE.right for #$��. The tree ) maintains it’s bal-

ance and search property according to node’s key attribute.



Global variable: 3 9 = # ( 9) + 1: Maximum number of checking

need to be done in the tree for the delivery 9 to maintain compat-

iblity property of an assignment, whereas # ( 9) is the number of

conflicts for the delivery 9 , ∀9 : 1 ≤ 9 ≤ =.

Description of Algorithm 1: Initially, no drone is opened or used (i.e.,

< = 0), where< represents the number of used drones, and the tree

) is empty, represented by A>>C = NULL. As one node represents

one drone, in the remaining part of this paper, we will use ‘assign

to a drone’ and ‘assign to a node’ as a synonym. While assigning

a delivery to a node means assigning that delivery to the drone

corresponds to that node. A node is called feasible for the deliv-

ery 9 , if the node’s existing assignment with � 9 is a feasible assign-

ment. For assigning a delivery 9 according to the non-decreasing

launching time, the algorithm calls the function Find(A>>C, 9) to

find the node where we can assign the delivery. If Find returns a

non-null pointer of a node (=>34), then we assign the delivery 9

at =>34.8=34G and call Update(). In this function we decrease the

=>34.:4~ by (=>34.:4~−2 9 ) and update node.data by the maximum

of previous =>34.30C0 and C'9 . Decreasing the :4~ of a node may vi-

olate the search property of the balanced binary search tree. Then,

we delete the =>34 first and then insert a new node with this same

attributes of the deleted node.

Otherwise (Find returns a null pointer), a new node (=>34) is

introduced with index (< + 1) and assign the delivery 9 . Then call

Insert() for inserting a new node in the balanced binary search

tree with =>34.:4~ as (� − 2 9 ) and =>34.30C0 as C
'
9 .

Algorithm 1: GreedyAlgoForDDP(� , 2, �)

1 Initialize:< = 0; (8 = q,∀8 : 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =; A>>C = NULL

2 Sort the intervals according to their launching time.

(without loss of generality let C!1 ≤ C!2 · · · , ≤ C!= )

3 for 9 ← 1, = do

4 =>34 = Find(A>>C, 9)

5 if =>34 ≠ NULL then

6 8 ← =>34.8=34G ; (8 ← (8 ∪ {� 9 }

7 ��)�← max{C'9 , =>34.30C0}

8 Update(A>>C , =>34 , =>34.:4~ - 2 9 , ��)�)

9 else

10 < ←< + 1

11 (< ← {� 9 }

12 Insert(A>>C ,<,� − 2 9 , C
'
9 )

13 return<, along with the assignments {(1, (2, · · · , (<}

Description of Algorithm 2: Find() takes =>34 and 9 as the inputs. It

finds the feasible node via reverse in-order traversal in the balanced

binary search tree where the delivery 9 can be assigned. It returns

the pointer of a node if the node is found in the tree rooted at =>34

is feasible for the delivery 9 or NULL if no feasible node is found.

If the tree is empty or the =>34 is NULL, the algorithm returns

NULL. Otherwise, the algorithm executes in three parts. It may

return a non-null or null pointer at any of these parts.

• Find(=>34.A86ℎC, 9) At first, algorithm finding the feasi-

ble node in the right subtree of =>34 (line 4) by calling

Algorithm 2: Find(=>34, 9)

1 if =>34 = NULL then

2 return NULL

3 else

4 #$�� = Find(=>34.A86ℎC, 9)

5 if #$�� ≠ NULL then

6 return #$��

7 if Check(=>34, 9) then

8 return =>34

9 else if 3 9 = 0 then

10 return NULL

11 else

12 #$�� = Find(=>34.;4 5 C, 9)

13 if #$�� ≠ NULL then

14 return #$��

15 return NULL

Find(=>34.A86ℎC, 9). If it returns a non-null pointer, the

algorithm returns that pointer (line 5 − 6). Else, algo-

rithm proceeds for the next part for checking whether

the node itself is feasible for the delivery 9 by calling

Check(=>34, 9).

• Check(=>34, 9) If Check returns TRUE, then algorithm re-

turns the pointer of the node itself (line 7 − 8). If Check

returns FALSE and 3 9 = 0 i.e., remaining battery capac-

ity of =>34 (node.key) is lesser than the cost of the deliv-

ery 9 (2 9 ) (follows from line 3 − 5 of Check), algorithm

returns NULL (line 9 − 10). Because all the other nodes

reachable via reverse inorder traversal have less remain-

ing capacity, none of those nodes can be feasible for the

delivery 9 . Here note that, checking for the delivery 9 re-

turns FALSE at most # ( 9) (= 3 9 − 1) times, as delivery 9

is in conflict with# ( 9) other intervals. Otherwise (Check

returns FALSE and 3 9 > 0), algorithm proceeds for the

next part for finding the feasible node in the left subtree

of the =>34 by calling Find(A>>C .;4 5 C, 9).

• Find(A>>C .;4 5 C, 9) If it returns a non-null pointer, then al-

gorithm returns that pointer (line 12 − 14).

Finally, if Find does not return any pointer in the above three parts,

it means that all nodes in the left and right subtrees of =>34 includ-

ing the node itself have been checked and found that no node in

the tree rooted at =>34 is feasible for the delivery 9 . So, it returns

NULL (line 15).

Description of Algorithm 3: Check() takes =>34 , 9 as inputs, then it

returns TRUE or FALSE depending on whether delivery 9 can be

assigned to the =>34 . If the =>34 has remaining battery capacity

(=>34.:4~) greater than or equals to the cost of the delivery 9 (2 9 )

and there is no conflict between the existing assignment of the

=>34 and the delivery 9 , then delivery 9 can be assigned to this

=>34 and so algorithm returns TRUE. If =>34.30C0 < C!9 holds, then

C'
:

< C!9 also holds, ∀ delivery : in the existing assignment of the

=>34 , implies delivery 9 is compatible with the existing assignment



of the =>34 . On the other hand, if =>34.30C0 ≥ C!
9
holds, then there

exists a delivery : in the existing assignment of the =>34 such that

C!9 ≤ C'
:
holds. Also, as the deliveries are assigning according to

their non-decreasing launching time, C!
:
≤ C!

9
holds, implies the

delivery : is in conflict with the existing assignment of the =>34 .

Thus, the compatibility condition can be checked by =>34.30C0 <

C!9 (line 1).

If =>34.:4~ < 2 9 , no further checking is required, as all the other

nodes after the =>34 (in reverse inorder) have lesser or equals to

remaining capacity than 2 9 . So, all these nodes are not feasible for

the delivery 9 . For this case,Check returns FALSE and set3 9 = 0, as

no further checking is required for the delivery 9 . If =>34.30C0 ≥

C!9 , then checking to be done at the predecessor of the =>34 and

decrease the maximum checking number for the delivery 9 (3 9 ) by

one (line 7) and the algorithm returns FALSE.

Hence, algorithm 3 confirms that the assignment for each node

is feasible, and so is the assignment of each used drone.

Algorithm 3: Check(=>34, 9)

1 if =>34.:4~ ≥ 2 9 and =>34.30C0 < C!9 then

2 return TRUE

3 else if =>34.:4~ < 2 9 then

4 3 9 ← 0

5 return FALSE

6 else

7 3 9 ← 3 9 − 1

8 return FALSE

Lemma 4.1. If < is number of used (opened) drones returned by

the algorithm 1 then, at least (< − Δ − 1) drones have used energy

cost at least �
2 , where Δ is the maximum degree of the interval graph

� constructed from delivery intervals.

Proof. We prove the lemma by contradiction.

Let at most (< − Δ − 2) used drones have used energy cost at

least �
2 . Then, at least (Δ + 2) drones have used energy cost < �

2 ,

without loss of generality let {1, 2, · · · ,Δ + 2} be those drones.

Now, consider the time (C ), when the drone (Δ + 2) was intro-

duced by the algorithm. Let for the delivery 9 it was introduced.

Then either (C8 ∩ � 9 ≠ q or, C
8 + 2 9 > � (1 ≤ 8 ≤ (Δ + 1)) holds,

where (C8 is the existing assignment and, C
8 is the total cost for the

existing assigned deliveries of the drone 8 at time C of the algorithm.

� 9 can conflict with at most Δ many (C8 s, as Δ is the maximum de-

gree of � , i.e., Δ is the maximum conflict number of any interval

in � . Then, we can find an 8 ′ (1 ≤ 8 ′ ≤ Δ+1) for which, C
8′
+2 9 > �

holds. But, at the end of the algorithm (say at time C4 ),,
C4
8′

<
�
2

and, C4
Δ+2

<
�
2 , implies 2 9 <

�
2 , implies, C4

8′
+ 2 9 < �, implies the

drone 8 ′ is feasible the delivery 9 , which is a contradiction. Hence,

statement of the lemma follows. �

Lemma 4.2. The time complexity for algorithm 1 isO(= log=+=4 ),

where = is the number of deliveries and =4 is the number of edges in

� .

Proof. At first, algorithm sorts the intervals according to their

launch time, takes O(= log=) time.

Consider the time of execution, when the algorithm wants to

assign the delivery 9 . At this point, number of drones is opened is

at most ( 9 − 1), so as number of nodes in the tree. Tree is being bal-

anced binary search tree, at this time height of the tree is O(log 9).

For finding the appropriate node in the tree, which is feasible for

the delivery 9 , algorithm checks at most 3 9 = (# ( 9) +1) maximum

nodes (according to their key) in the tree by calling the function

Check(). We can find all these 3 9 nodes in O(log 9) +O(# ( 9)) steps

by recursively calling Find() from the A>>C . For each Check() algo-

rithm needs O(1) time. So, total time complexity for Find() for the

delivery 9 is O(log 9) + O(# ( 9)). After this, algorithm needs ei-

ther an Insert() or an Update() operation to the tree, which takes

O(log 9) time.

So, for a delivery 9 , finding, checking, assigning and inserting

or updating, takes O(log 9) + O(# ( 9)) time. Therefore, for assign-

ing all the deliveries, algorithm needs
∑=

9=1 O(log 9) + O(# ( 9)) =

O(= log=)+O(=4), where=4 =
1
2

∑=
9=1 # ( 9) is the number of edges

in� .

Thus, the total running time for the algorithm is O(= log= +

=4). �

Theorem 4.3. Algorithm 1 is an approximation algorithm for

DDP, uses at most 2$%) + (Δ + 1) drones, where = is the number of

deliveries, OPT is the optimum number of drones required for DDP,

and Δ is the maximum degree of the interval graph� .

Proof. At the beginning, the algorithm sorts the deliveries

based on their non-decreasing launch time. Without loss of gen-

erality let C!1 ≤ C!2 · · · , ≤ C!= . Then, it assigns all deliveries in ac-

cordance with the previously sorted order. First, algorithm takes

the delivery with shortest launching time and assign to a drone

(indexed by 1). We call this drone as a used drone. Since cost for

each delivery is ≤ �, this is an feasible assignment. Thereafter, for

assigning the delivery � 9 (2 ≤ 9 ≤ =) as per their sorted order, al-

gorithm checks whether there exists a drone 8 among all the used

drones (say<), which is feasible for this delivery. If yes, assign the

delivery to the drone 8 . Otherwise, a new drone is introduced with

index (< + 1) and assign the delivery � 9 there. The feasibility of

each existing assignment is always upheld for each such addition

of the delivery. Thus, at the end of the algorithm 1, all the returned

assignments are feasible.

The polynomial running time of the algorithm follows from

lemma 4.2.

If< is the number of drones (used drones) returned by the algo-

rithm, then from the lemma 4.1 following holds.

(< − Δ − 1).
�

2
≤

=
∑

9=1

2 9 ≤ $%) .� (8)

⇒< ≤ 2.$%) + (Δ + 1) (9)

Hence the proof. �



4.2 Approximation Algorithm for DDP using
Colouring

In this section, we demonstrate another approximation algorithm

(Algorithm 6) using colouring to solve DDP. The algorithm in gen-

eral gives a better solution than the previous one.

From the given interval set � , we can construct an interval graph

� as described in section 2. Interval graph being a perfect graph,

vertices of � can be coloured by l many colours, where l is the

maximum clique size of � . From the l-colouring of � , we can

partition the set � into l many sets, each corresponding to the

same coloured vertices of� . Let {�1, �2, · · · , �l } be the partition set,

where �: ⊆ � is a compatible set associated to colour: (1 ≤ : ≤ l).

For each : (1 ≤ : ≤ l), we can find the number of drones

needed to schedule all the intervals in �: and the corresponding

schedules using algorithm 4, a modified version of algorithm 1.

Similar to the algorithm 1, for each interval set �: , we construct

a balanced binary search tree ): (1 ≤ : ≤ l).

The pseudocode of the modified version of algorithm 1 is de-

picted in algorithm 4. Following changes are made on algorithm

1 to modify it to algorithm 4. As �: is compatible, then the 30C0

from each tree node can be omitted. All the other attributes

(=>34.:4~,=>34.8=34G,=>34.;4 5 C, =>34.A86ℎC ) of a node in each tree

remains same. For a fixed interval set �: (1 ≤ : ≤ l), the index of

8 − Cℎ used drone is denoted by 8: and the corresponding assign-

ment is denoted by (8: . For assigning a delivery � 9 in �: , algorithm

4 calls FindModified(A>>C, 2 9 ). If FindModified(A>>C, 2 9 ) returns

NULL, a new drone is introduced with index (< + 1): (initially,

< = 0) and assign the delivery � 9 for the drone. Then the algo-

rithm calls InsertModified() for inserting a new node with index

(< + 1): and key as (� − 2 9 ). If FindModified(A>>C, 2 9 ) returns

a non-null pointer of a =>34 then the algorithm assigns the deliv-

ery � 9 at the =>34 and calls UpdateModified() for decreasing the

=>34.:4~ by 2 9 . Whereas FindModified() finds the=>34 with max-

imum :4~ in the tree. If the =>34 with maximum key is not feasible

for the delivery � 9 , then no other node in the tree will be feasible

for � 9 . So, for this case, FindModified returns NULL. Otherwise,

FindModified returns the pointer of the =>34 .

Algorithm 4: GreedyAlgoModified(�: , 2, �)

1 Initialize:< = 0; (8: = q, ∀8 : 1 ≤ 8 ≤ =; A>>C = NULL

2 for each interval � 9 in �: do

3 =>34 = FindModified(A>>C, 2 9 )

4 if =>34 ≠ NULL then

5 8: ← =>34.8=34G ; (8: ← (8: ∪ {� 9 }

6 UpdateModified(A>>C , =>34 , =>34.:4~ - 2 9 )

7 else

8 < ←< + 1

9 (<:
← {� 9 }

10 InsertModified(A>>C ,<: , � − 2 9 )

11 return<: , with their assignments (8:

Let<: be the number of drones returned by the algorithm 4 for

the delivery interval set �: . Then, the following lemma 4.4 is true.

Algorithm 5: FindModified(=>34, 2 9 )

1 if =>34 = NULL then

2 return NULL

3 else

4 if =>34.A86ℎC = #*!! and =>34.:4~ ≥ 2 9 then

5 return =>34

6 else if =>34.A86ℎC = #*!! and =>34.:4~ < 2 9 then

7 return NULL

8 else

9 return FindModified(=>34.A86ℎC, 2 9 )

Lemma 4.4. W( �:) >

(

<:−1
2

)

.�, where <: is the number of

drones returned by algorithm 4 for the interval set �: ⊆ � and

W( �:) =
∑

� 9 ∈�: (2 9 ).

Proof. Let <: drones are denoted by {1, 2, · · · ,<: } and (8 =

{set of intervals in �: which are assigned to the drone 8 by the algo-

rithm 4} (1 ≤ 8 ≤<: ).

Then,W((28−1) + W((28) > � for (1 ≤ 8 ≤ ⌊
<:
2 ⌋), otherwise

all the intervals in (28−1 and (28 can be assigned to a single drone.

Thus,

⌊
<:
2 ⌋

∑

8=1

(W((28−1) +W((28)) >
⌊<:

2

⌋

.� (10)

⇒W( �: ) >
⌊<:

2

⌋

.� (11)

⇒W( �: ) >

(

<: − 1

2

)

.� (12)

�

Algorithm 6: ApprxAlgoWithColouring

1 Input: Set of delivery intervals � = {�1, �2, · · · , �=}; cost 2 9
for each � 9 ∈ � ; drone battery budget �

2 Construct an interval graph� from the delivery time

interval set �

3 Find maximum clique size (l) of�

4 Colour all the vertices of� with the colors {1, 2, · · · , l}

such that no two adjacent vertices gets same colour

5 Find �: = {Set of intervals in � whose corresponding

vertices in� are coloured by the colour :} (1 ≤ : ≤ l)

6 For each �: (1 ≤ : ≤ l), find number of drones, say<:

and corresponding assignments, say S: by using the

algorithm 4

7 Return
∑l
:=1

<: along with their corresponding

assignments

Lemma 4.5. The time complexity for Algorithm 6 is O(= log= +

=4), where = is the number of deliveries and=4 is the number of edges

in� .



Proof. We can construct an interval graph� (line 2) from the

given interval set � in O(= + =4 ) time. Then, find maximum clique

size l (line 3) and the colour all the vertices of � (line 4) with

these l colours can be done in O(= +=4 ) time [16]. Finding all the

�: (1 ≤ : ≤ l) (line 5) takes O(=) time.

Algorithm 6 uses algorithm 4 for finding the number of drones

and corresponding assignments for each delivery intervat �: (1 ≤

: ≤ l) (line 6). For each interval set �: (1 ≤ : ≤ l) we

create a balanced binary search tree (): ) similar to the previous

section. For assigning a delivery � 9 in �: , algorithm 4 call Find-

Modified(A>>C, 2 9 ). This returns a pointer in O(ℎ:9 ) time, where

ℎ:9 is the height of the tree ): before the assignment of deliv-

ery � 9 . If FindModified(A>>C, � 9 ) returns NULL, the algorithm

calls Insert(). Otherwise, the algorithm calls Update(). For any

of the case, algorithm 4 needs O(ℎ:9 ) time for assigning deliv-

ery � 9 in �: . Thus, for the interval set �: algorithm 4 runs in
∑

� 9 ∈�: O(ℎ
:
9 ) ≤ O(=: log=: ) time, where =: is the number of de-

liveries in �: . So, total running time for line 6 of algorithm 6 is
∑l
:=1
O(=: log=: ) = O(= log=).

Hence, overall running time for Algorithm 6 is O(= log= + =4 ).

�

Theorem 4.6. Algorithm 6 is an approximation algorithm for

DDP, which uses at most (2$%) +l) drones, wherel is themaximum

clique size of � and OPT is optimum number of drones required for

DDP.

Proof. Algorithm 6 uses algorithm 4 as it’s subroutine for each

delivery interval set �: (1 ≤ : ≤ l). Algorithm 4 is a modified ver-

sion of algorithm 1 and from theorem 4.3, we know that algorithm

1 always gives feasible solution. So, {�1, �2, · · · , �l } being partition

of the given delivery interval set � , algorithm 6 gives feasible as-

signments for each delivery in � .

Polynomial running time of the algorithm follows from lemma

4.5.

LetW(� ) be the total cost of all the deliveries in � andW( �: )

be the total cost of all the deliveries in �: , ∀: : 1 ≤ : ≤ l .

Then,
∑l
:=1
W( �: ) =W(� ) ≤ $%) .�.

Let<: be the number of drones returned by the algorithm 4 for

the interval set �: , ∀: : 1 ≤ : ≤ l , Thus, from the lemma 4.4

following holds.

l
∑

8=1

(

<: − 1

2

)

.� <

l
∑

:=1

W( �:) (13)

l
∑

8=1

(

<: − 1

2

)

.� < $%) .� (14)

⇒

l
∑

8=1

<: < 2.$%) + l. (15)

Hence the proof. �

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the drone-delivery packing problem

(DDP). We propose two approximation algorithms with identical

running time O(= log= + =4), where = is the number of deliveries

and =4 is the number of edges in the interval graph� , constructed

from the delivery time intervals. The first algorithm (Algorithm 1)

uses 2$%) + (Δ + 1) drones, and the second algorithm (Algorithm

6) uses 2$%) +l drones, where l is the maximum clique size of� ,

Δ is the maximum degree of� and OPT is the optimum number of

drones required for the DDP. In general, l ≤ (Δ+1), so, second al-

gorithm gives a better approximation than the first. However, the

second algorithm gives 3-factor approximation as we need at least

l many drones for scheduling all the deliveries, i.e., l ≤ $%) .

Finding better constant factor approximation algorithms and

asymptotic polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS) for

DDP will be considered for future research. Furthermore, if the

drone has a charging area inside the truck, determining the deliv-

ery schedule using the fewest possible drones subject to a finite

amount of charging time is of great interest.
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